Making education
smarter
A Guide to the Recommended by XMA range with HP and XMA

Fit for the future
Technology is a significant part of education in the 21st century.
Not just because of its role in advancing learning, including flipped
learning, in colleges, schools and universities. It also gives support to
students with disabilities, enables research and lets students study
where they want. It even improves processes and experiences
for admin staff, teachers and faculty.
However, that doesn’t mean IT is universally adopted. There’s a lot
of educational inertia getting in the way, primarily due to budgetary
constraints, but it’s not the only reason.

Some see technology as intrinsically unreliable and insecure. Others are
uncertain how they’re ever going to use it to deliver improved learning
experiences. Those eager to use it may not have the levels of expertise
they need to get the most out of it. Even where everything else slots
neatly into place, the infrastructure may be poor, even extending to
the Wi-Fi network. Finally, of course, there’s often a natural resistance
to change or to adopting yet more technology.
That’s why HP and XMA have launched the Recommended by XMA range.
Together, we are in the ideal position to help education address these
and other IT challenges. Over the next few pages, we’ll show you how
and why you can benefit.

HP with XMA – driving education forward
through partnership
“A world-class education
system [and] a longstanding history of
innovation in this country.”
Damian Hinds, Secretary of State for Education

Budgets are tight in education.
But there’s still the desire to deliver
outstanding education.
That’s why HP, the UK’s number one Education vendor,
has partnered with XMA, a reseller that holds the
HP Amplify Power Services Partner status, to provide
a range of products that are built to last, designed for
learning and slot neatly into just about any environment.
Many of these are based around Intel® technology to help
education providers to evolve and stay ahead of EdTech.
Take, for example, HP education-spec laptops. They’re
faster and tougher than consumer models. Plus, they
offer high levels of security and value for money.

XMA is also a preferred partner for Education Learning,
a programme that has helped schools re-invest more
than £12 million back into classrooms and deliver
measurable improvements.
We offer specially priced HP devices as part of the
Education Learning Partnership, allowing you to
refresh your IT portfolios and get up to £150 cash
reward for each device you trade-in. With XMA and
HP, IT departments stay in control of budgets and
devices. Meanwhile, educators have freedom to focus
on student development, and admin staff on running
the school or university.

Why XMA?
We may hold HP Amplify Power Services Partner status, but that isn’t the secret of our success in the education sector. At XMA, we always start with how real people can do what
they do better. That’s not only adopting new ways of working, learning, and living, but also by successfully adapting to change. In considering the everyday impact of outcome-driven
efficiencies, we can help you take a more straightforward route to ROI and measurable success.
How that works in Schools and Further Education

How that works in Higher Education

We help schools and colleges adapt successfully to an evolving learning and teaching
landscape. We focus on fully understanding each customer’s challenges to meet their
ideal learning outcomes – and continue to guide and nurture schools and colleges
towards future success.

XMA provides compelling experiences that attract students and support new ways of learning.
We offer a wider portfolio of solutions, services and higher education specialisms to help build
talent pools, improve student rankings, and differentiate institutions.

Introducing the XMA X-Factor

EXperience

FleXibility

EXcellence

RelaX

We provide specialist knowledge and
outcome-based collaboration, leading to
the great individual customer experiences
that sets us apart in education.

We help educational establishments
adopt new ways of learning, working,
and living – and successfully adapt
to any change.

We solve people problems, go
at the pace of each customer,
and always apply good commercial
sense to any specific challenge.

You can trust us to be transparent,
realistic, friendly and honest. We’re
a credible, compliant partner with plenty
of success stories to share and a wide
choice of solutions to offer.

Things can only get better
As you’d expect from a partnership between the Number One UK Education
vendor and UK’s HP Amplify Power Services Partner, HP and XMA can offer
answers to a wide range of the challenges that Education faces.
Here are some of the ways we go about making the sector succeed.
Your challenge: To make the most of your already stretched budget as effectively as possible.
Our answer: A range of devices to make navigating the tech marketplace as hassle free as possible.
That’s down to us working tirelessly with our partner HP to deliver right-sized Intel®-powered technology
that maximises learning outcomes while minimising total cost of ownership.
Want more value? No problem. Our additional options and range of payment schemes are flexible
and can be tailored to your budget.
What we’ll put in place for you
•

Very competitive pricing off the page

•

Trade-in scheme offering up to £150 per device

•

Price promise on selected products

•

A range of flexible payment options

•

Parental payment scheme

Your challenge: To find devices that are fast, reliable and fit for the rigours of the classroom.
Our answer: With HP, we’ve put together a range of products that are built to last. HP education-spec
laptops use Intel® processors and they’re faster and tougher than consumer models, so you know
they’ll withstand the daily rigours of education life.
What we’ll put in place for you
•

Rigorous physical testing of every classroom device, to ensure durability, fast performance
and, long lasting battery life

•

3-year NBD warranty as standard

•

HP’s unique build processes for unrivalled in-built quality and less DOAs than any other manufacturer

•

Ruggedised casing to protect from the daily stresses of a school environment

Your challenge: To carry on giving people the benefits of remote working.
Our answer: Remote learning and the demand for flexible teaching methods will continue to increase.
That’s why we’ve selected a range of devices built for anytime, anywhere, creativity and critical thinking.
With simple manageability, lightweight chassis and a range of screen sizes, our range is designed
to meet your needs.
What we’ll put in place for you
•

Advanced 2x2 antenna array with the latest 802.11ac technology to keep students connected

•

Education Editions, incorporating the teaching tools teachers need to give their students
an equal chance to succeed, whatever their learning style

•

Simplified in built management tools like Intune

•

Lightweight portable devices

•

Easy-clean screens

Your challenge: To protect students, property and data at all times.
Our answer: The range we offers is dedicated to resolving these issues. The fastest and most secure
Windows operating system ever, Windows 10 Pro, is perfectly suited to HP laptops, or you can choose
the multitude of in-built security features of the Chromebook range. We’ll also work with you to make
sure that your chosen cyber security strategy is in place to offer protection, no matter what.
What we’ll put in place for you
•

Operating systems designed to be secure

•

Seamless integration with our chosen end point protection offerings and management tools,
designed to keep pupils safe

•

Active Hours, allowing scheduled updates to keep devices updated and secure,
without disrupting lesson time

•

Discounted cyber security strategy development

•

Optional training

Your challenge: To deliver measurably better learning outcomes.
Our answer: The technologies that we offer are designed to help you improve the quality of education you deliver,
provide a safe online environment for students, and increase the effective use of technology in classrooms.
With a ready-to-deploy digital toolset, you can support students with personalised instruction, STEM,
language arts, and social networking. All supported with the right licensing for you. This allows you
to harness apps, content and tools which enhance the experience of teachers and learners alike.
What we’ll put in place for you
•

HP Classroom Manager 3.0

•

Support for all of the apps and content provided within any of the major eco-systems

•

HP SchoolPack 2.5

•

A range of flexible payment options

•

Optional supporting CPD and enablement services to maximise ROI on device purchases
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Get in touch with us and find out how we can help you give students an even brighter future.

Contact us

Ready for
eXtraordinary?
For more information, contact your local HP or XMA representative.

www.xma.co.uk
education@xma.co.uk
@WeareXMA
Head Office – St Albans
7 Handley Page Way
Old Parkbury Lane
Colney Street
St Albans
AL2 2DQ

XMALtd
Nottingham
Wilford Industrial Estate
Ruddington Lane
Wilford
Nottingham
NG11 7EP

Glasgow
Pavilion 2
Junction 24 Business Park
Helen St
Glasgow
G51 3AD

Our quality, information security, environmental and IT
service management systems are certified by ISOQAR,
a UKAS accredited certification body, which demonstrates
that XMA have achieved internationally recognised standards
across our services, and consistently meet or exceed
customer’s requirements.
Company Number: 2051703 (registered in England)
VAT Registration Number: GB 371 8455 76
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